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Executive Summary 
This report provides insight into the 
forces that are disrupting the jan/san 
supply chain. 

A perfect storm of forces, beginning with 
the Amazon Effect, have fundamentally 
changed behavior.

Modern buyers prefer to do their own 
research and are only willing to work 
with salespeople who can act as trusted 
business advisors.

As a result, salespeople will form deeper 
relationships with fewer accounts.  That 
opens the door to an increased role for 
inside sales as both the market demands 
and shifting demographics alter the sales 
equation.
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Markets are dynamic. Change is in 
the air.  It’s all around us. Channels 
are blurred. Buyers’ preferences are 
changing and with it how they want 
to buy.

An Industry at the Crossroads

The Trends
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The Amazon Effect
Consumerization

Findings

When we shop at home, we are accustomed to immersive online shopping experiences and 
ubiquitous access to product information.  

At work, B2B customers are demanding a buying experience that parallels their personal 
buying one: product pages with detailed descriptions, videos, everything within a few 
keystrokes, and ease of purchasing. 

It’s no wonder that one study reported that 92% of senior executives wished purchasing 
business products online had the same ease as buying consumer goods online.1

The Amazon Effect blurs the lines between online and face-to-face selling.  The challenge for 
distributors and manufacturers is to create a seamless experience that integrates the 
customers’ desire for self-service with the role of the salesperson.

Findings

Definition: The Amazon Effect
The modern business to business (B2B) buyers expect the same level of 
convenience available to them as business to consumers (B2C).  The impact 
that online marketplaces have on traditional business models is known as 
the Amazon Effect.

Several B2B buyer surveys indicate that wholesale distributors will need to 
embrace the Amazon Effect by adopting tools, processes, and models that 
originated in the consumer market. 

#
#
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The availability of information has permanently changed the role of salespeople. Catalogs, 
technical specifications, troubleshooting, training, and pricing are now only a few clicks away.  
As a result, B2B customers have largely moved many traditional sales functions online. 

The graphic below highlights four of the changes in customer behavior.

Implications
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70%

57%

30%

70% of B2B purchase decisions include at 
least 2 decision makers.4

Buying by Committee

Number of searches that the average B2B 
customer does prior to engaging a salesperson.2

B2B Researchers

Buyers complete over one-half of the buying 
decision before engaging with sales.3

The Buying Decision

Amount B2B buyers are willing to pay for a 
superior customer experience.5

Customer Experience Premium

Modern buyers have access to more information than ever.  As a result, they prefer to 
research and move through a large portion of the buying decision without a salesperson.6 At 
the same time, they are willing to pay a premium for a better customer experience.  

The Amazon Effect requires both distributors and manufacturers to redefine the salesperson 
role and other consumer-like online experiences.
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The Amazon Effect
Consumerization

Implications
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Voice of the 
Modern Buyer

Findings

One of the by-products of the Amazon Effect is a dramatic change in the B2B customer’s 
expectations of salespeople.

According to Forrester: “By a factor of three to one, B2B buyers want to self-educate 
versus talk to sales representatives to learn about products and services.”6

Clearly, customers don’t need salespeople the way they used to. A recent study asked 
B2B customers what drives their buying decisions. 7 The findings shed light on the new 
role of salespeople.  

In order of importance, customers do business with companies that:

Findings
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1. Educated me with new ideas and perspectives

2. Collaborated with me

3. Persuaded me that we would achieve results

4. Listened to me

5. Understood my needs

6. Helped me avoid potential pitfalls

7. Crafted a compelling solution

8. Depicted the purchasing process accurately

9. Connected with me personally

10. Overall value from the company is superior to other options

The value of technical expertise has diminished.  Product-centric sales are dying.  Customers 
overwhelmingly prefer to work with salespeople that can provide significant business value 
to their customers through business solutions.
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Voice of the 
Modern Buyer

Implications

To remain relevant, the salesperson’s role must evolve from a source of technical information 
to a business resource…a trusted business advisor whose focus is on improving the 
customer’s business. 

That means developing a deep understanding the customer’s business and rarely leading 
with product.

A lot of work needs be done.  The overwhelming majority of sellers lack the skills required to 
be successful. 

 When buyers were asked to evaluate the salespeople they met over the past year, only 
18% were classified as “trusted advisors whom they respect.”8  

 Objective Management Group’s data, drawn from over 1.6 million salespeople and 
managers, shows that fewer that 1 in 4 salespeople have the ability to successfully sell a 
modern buyer. 

The sales organizations that are outperforming their peers, gaining market share, and 
posting impressive revenue growth have benchmarked their sales team, identified the 
performance gaps, and then built training to close the gaps. 

The challenge for leadership is to assess, adapt and re-skill their sales team so that they are 
aligned with the needs of the modern buyer.

Implications
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Customer 
Intimacy 

Findings

Modern buyers are segregating sales 
forces into one of two groups: 

1. Sellers that sell on product and price 
2. Trusted business advisors  

The prospects for the two groups of 
sellers and the companies that they work 
for are very different.

To be successful, salespeople must 
differentiate themselves through a truly 
consultative sales process built around a 
thorough understanding of the 
customer’s business. 

Findings
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The cost of sales is increasing.  Gross margins are flat at best.  As result, average account size 
serviced by a field salesperson will trend upward.  

This trend requires that salespeople manage fewer large accounts. That trend will be accelerated 
by the fact that not all accounts benefit from a consultative salesperson.

Salespeople will work with fewer accounts while developing deeper business relationships.
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Customer 
Intimacy 

Implications

Manufacturers and distributors must optimize their sales teams to reflect the Amazon Effect 
and changing buyer expectations.  

The starting point is to refine field sales responsibilities by determining whether salespeople 
should focus on key accounts, new customer acquisition, or play a more strategic advisory 
role with customers.

The challenge for leadership is to assess, adapt and re-skill their sales team to succeed in a 
world that rewards business acumen over product mastery.  

Implications
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Finding Action Required

“Only 36% of B2B executives believe that 
salespeople understand their business problems 
and offer clear solutions for them.”9

Salespeople must become experts at their 
customers’ business by developing intimate 
knowledge of their prospects’ business challenges 
in a way that allows them to create immediate 
and measurable value.

“B2B buyers report that just 20% of meetings 
with sales pros focus on their specific needs.”10

The challenge is to reorient product-oriented 
salesforces to a customer-centric focus. While 
fewer than 1 in 10 salespeople have adequate 
consultative selling skills, the good news is that 
the skill can be measured and improved with 
training. 
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Inside Sales
Gains

Findings

The role of inside salespeople will continue to grow more rapidly than traditional 
outside sales.11 Inside sales forces are growing 50% faster than the traditional field 
sales.12

Part of the impetus for the growth of inside sales is that with salespeople carrying 
fewer, larger accounts, the remaining “B” and “C” accounts along with customers who  
are price sensitive are better served by inside sales professionals.  

Note that inside sales is a separate and discrete function from customer service.  It 
should be staffed by professional sellers who have similar selling profiles to their field 
sales counterparts.

The research indicates that inside salespeople are most effective at managing existing 
accounts and teaming up with outside salespeople.13

Findings
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“Business-to-business organizations are growing inside sales….because they find inside 
sales more cost effective and productive than other sales resources. Yet inside sales’ 
chief value isn’t in replacing traditional sales roles, but in complementing them.”

The Sales Management Association, 2014
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Inside Sales
Gains

Implications

The combination of rising sales 
costs, shifting buyer behavior, 
and advancing technology are 
likely to continue to challenge 
long-held assumptions about the 
role of inside sales and propel its 
growth.

It is increasingly difficult to justify 
field sales support to many 
jan/san customers.  The number 
of accounts that can be more 
effectively serviced with an inside 
sales model will continue to 
grow.

Implications
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Investment in inside sales represents a significant opportunity to most jan/san 
manufacturers and distributors.

Issues of selection, training, compensation, and coordination with the field sales team all 
need to be addressed.  However, the success of inside sales models in the B2B market 
demonstrates the vital role that inside sales should and will play for jan/san distributors 
and manufacturers.



05
Changing 
Demographics 

Findings

Market demographics are impacting distributors and manufacturers in two ways.

1. Sales forces that were built with baby-boomers during the 1970s and 1980s are 
nearing retirement age.  The typical jan/san salesforce is comprised of a high 
percentage of salespeople that are nearing retirement.

2. The percentage of millennial buyers is increasing dramatically.  Millennial buyers 
view salespeople and the marketplace fundamentally different from their 
predecessors. See the Voice of the Buyer trend.

3. The processes to recruit, select, and successfully onboard salespeople in the 
jan/san industry are not well developed.  Consequently, time to revenue is long, 
and consistently adding salespeople remains a challenge.

Findings

The Jan/San Sales Force is “Graying”

25% 29% 6X 24%
Increase in the  

number of jan/san 
salespeople over 55 

Percentage increase 
in jan/san 

salespeople 55 years 
of age or older

The median age of 
jan/san salespeople 
grew 6 times faster 

than the average

Increase in the 
median age of a 

jan/san salespeople
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Changing 
Demographics 

Implications

As the sales force transition to their “golden years” accelerates, leadership will be 
increasingly challenged to fill territories as quickly as they are vacated.  

Inconsistent recruiting, unnecessarily long learning curves, and poor candidate selection are 
impediments to growth.

The imperative for senior leadership is to: 

1. Build sales hiring process that:
 Attracts candidates with the skills aligned to the modern buyer
 Rapidly onboards new hires
 Shortens time to revenue
 Improves success ratio

2. Develop company specific profiles of each sales role (hunter, account manager, inside 
sales, sale manager, etc.).

3. Use a sales specific assessment that measures all applicants against the profile as the 
first step in the selection process.

Implications
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The trends discussed in this report have altered and will continue to redefine 
the competitive landscape for years.  The strategies and tactics that have 
worked for years are unlikely to be effective given current market forces.

With change comes opportunity.  The distributors and manufacturers that 
understand how the trends impact their business and then move rapidly to 
position themselves will thrive.

1. Benchmark Sales: Thorough review of people, systems, and processes.
2. Close Gaps:  Develop systems, refine processes, and train.
3. Deploy Consultative Tools: Develop and deploy sales consultative tools.
4. Measure Progress: Evaluate progress based on changes and skills, 

capabilities and results.

Conclusions and Survival Strategies
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4. Measure 
Progress

3. Consultative 
Tools 2. Close

Gaps

1. Benchmark 
Sales
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